WEEK OVERVIEW

Tuesday 24 April 2018, 09:00 – 17:30

Welcome, introductions and orientation
Session one: Refreshing human rights policy: renewing commitments and strengthening foundations
Session two: Optimising internal governance frameworks for human rights
Session three: Developing effective training and capacity-building
  • Part one – Experiencing members’ training and capacity-building programmes
  • Part two – Strategies and approaches to build awareness and capacity on human rights
GBI members’ dinner with Andrew Gowers

Wednesday 25 April 2018, 08:45 – 16:30

Session four: New developments in relation to modern slavery and global supply chains
Session five: Responding to events, challenges and dilemmas – sexual harassment
Session six: Responding to events, challenges and dilemmas – climate change litigation
Session seven: Road-testing GBI’s scenario-based linkage and leverage tool
Session eight: Rapid fire – GBI members’ innovations in implementation
GBI creating value in 2018
Evening dialogue with Anita Ramasastry on corporate human rights due diligence

Thursday 26 April 2018, 09:45 – 14:00

Session eight: The evolving legal and regulatory landscape – what business lawyers (and their colleagues) need to know about human rights risk management
  • Part one: Key legal and regulatory developments
  • Part two: Lawyers as leaders – the critical role of in-house legal teams
  • Part three: Building know-how and capacity
Networking lunch